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(54) DEEP LEARNING NETWORK AND AVERAGE DRIFT-BASED AUTOMATIC VESSEL TRACKING 
METHOD AND SYSTEM

(57) The disclosure relates to an automatic ship
tracking method and system based on deep learning net-
work and mean shift, wherein the method includes: col-
lecting surveillance video data which includes collecting
coastal region surveillance video data under visible light
and extracting each frame of image; performing preproc-
essing to extract a positive sample and a negative sample
of a ship target; inputting the samples of the ship target
in the video into a neural network to train a model by a
region-based convolutional neural network method; ex-
tracting initial frame data of the video and performing ship
detection and probability density calculation on initial mo-
ment data according to the trained model; and determin-
ing a ship tracking result at the current moment by a cal-
culation result of a previous moment. The disclosure has
a great detection result for complex scenes such as
cloudy, foggy, overcast and rainy days and the like; the
method has the advantages of high robustness, better
stability and fully automated tracking process; moreover,
the stability and accuracy of the neural network method
eliminate errors for a mean shift tracking method; and
lay a foundation for tracking an emerging target.
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Description

FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY

[0001] The disclosure belongs to the field of digital image processing technologies, and more particularly, to an auto-
matic ship tracking method based on deep learning network and mean shift.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In modern society, video surveillance cameras can be found everywhere. It is easy to miss abnormal events
in videos if we only rely on human eyes to observe and detect. With the rapid development of computer networks,
communication and semiconductor technologies, more and more people prefer to use computer vision instead of human
eyes to analyze video images obtained by sensors and acquire useful information in the images. Video tracking is one
of the focuses of computer vision studies, which mainly tracks objects of interest obtained by image sensors. Video
tracking is the basis of multiple video applications, such as traffic monitoring, smart robots and human-computer inter-
action, which plays an important role in smart city management, cracking down on illegal and criminal activities and
building safe and smart cities, and is the focus and difficulty of video processing studies at present.
[0003] Studies on video tracking systems have been always focused on single-target tracking, which tracks the only
object of interest in monitoring. The single-target tracking is of great significance to handling of abnormal events. However,
a multi-target tracking method can provide a lot of help to regulatory authorities in multiple aspects, such as early warning
prompt, surveillance and management before the abnormal events occur.
[0004] At present, the multi-target tracking mainly includes a prediction-based method, a matching-based method and
a detection-based method.
[0005] The prediction-based method regards a tracking problem as a state estimation problem, which optimally esti-
mates a state (e.g., position, color, shape, etc.) of the target in next frame by signal processing according to given data.
The method mainly includes a tracking algorithm based on filtering and an algorithm based on subspace learning.
Filtering-based algorithms such as Kalman filtering, mean shift filtering and particle filtering mainly learn a feature space
of the target according to previous data, and then locate the target according to distribution of image blocks of a current
frame in the feature space. The prediction method has the advantage of fast speed in multi-target tracking, but the state
of the current frame completely depends on a tracking result of the previous frame, so the target tracking cannot be
automatically performed, and tracking error situations are difficult to correct.
[0006] The matching-based algorithm regards the multi-target tracking problem as a template matching problem, which
uses a template to represent a target to be tracked to find an optimal matching result in next frame. The target may be
one or a group of image blocks, or global or local feature representation of a target image. Such method improves
tracking performances by the process of learning while tracking, but is still difficult to achieve automatic multi-target
tracking results, and is also difficult to accurately track in covered and complex environments.
[0007] The detection-based algorithm regards the tracking problem as a target detection problem, which separates a
target from a background, uses obtained data for training to obtain a classifier, and automatically performs target detection
on the current frame, wherein an image block with the highest score is considered as a target position. The detection-
based algorithm includes an offline method and an online method. The former uses pre-training or initial data of one or
more frames to learn the classifier, while the latter uses sampled data of the current frame to carry out new training on
the classifier. The offline learning method has poor tracking effect on dynamically changing targets, while the online
learning method is easy to cause error accumulation due to the introduction of new errors in each update, and eventually
drift or even lose targets. It still needs further studies on how to automatically and quickly track multiple targets accurately,
i.e., considering results of the current frame and referring to different features of the target.

SUMMARY

[0008] The disclosure is intended to provide an automatic ship tracking method based on deep learning network and
mean shift to overcome the shortcomings and deficiencies of the prior art.
[0009] A technical solution of the disclosure relates to an automatic ship tracking method based on deep learning
network and mean shift, including the following steps:

step 1: collecting surveillance video data which includes collecting coastal region surveillance video data under
visible light and extracting each frame of image;
step 2: performing preprocessing based on a video image obtained in the step 1 to extract a positive sample and a
negative sample of a ship target;
step 3: inputting the samples of the ship target in the video into a neural network to train a model by a region-based
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convolutional neural network method;
step 4: extracting initial frame data of the video and performing ship detection and probability density calculation on
initial moment data according to the trained model obtained in the step 3,
step 5: determining a ship tracking result at the current moment through a calculation result of a previous moment,
which includes the following processing:
step A: taking ξ ship positions tracked at a moment t-1 as initial positions, respectively taking a center coordinate
f0 of each ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at a moment t, taking the f0 as a center of a
search window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding candidate ship, calculating a region
histogram of a candidate position, and further calculating the probability density;
step B: describing a degree of similarity between the ship model and the candidate ship by a Bhattacharyya coefficient,
calculating a mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region, so that the model moves continuously towards
a direction with a maximum color change until the last two moving distances are less than a corresponding preset
threshold, finding a ship position obtained by a mean shift result at the moment t, setting that multiple ship positions

Boxmt are obtained, and expressing an idth ship position as  

step C: By region-based convolutional neural network method, performing a ship detection on the image at time t,

and obtaining the numth detection coordinate  of multiple ships in the image at time t, calculating a degree

of overlap between the  and the idth ship position  recording a value of degree of overlap Omax

between each  and the corresponding  with a maximum degree of overlap, and if the Omax is

less than a corresponding threshold θ1, considering the ship position as false-alarm and deleting the  and

step D: updating a new ship target appeared at the moment t by a neural network detection result of the step C,

which includes calculating a maximum value of the degrees of overlap obtained respectively between each 

and all the  if the  is less than a corresponding threshold θ2, considering the ship target as the ship

appeared at the moment t, and adding the ship target into a tracking result of the moment t to obtain a complete
tracking result set.

[0010] Moreover, a degree of overlap between each  and the idth  is calculated, and a calculation

formula of the degree of overlap is as follows:

wherein, S represents an area size.
[0011] Moreover, the probability density calculation in the step 4 is realized by dividing a gray color space of a target
region to obtain a gray histogram formed by multiple equal intervals, and calculating the probability density according
to a histogram interval to which a gray value of a pixel in the target region belongs.
[0012] The disclosure further provides an automatic ship tracking system based on deep learning network and mean
shift, including the following modules:

a first module configured to collect surveillance video data which includes collecting coastal region surveillance
video data under visible light and extracting each frame of image;
a second module configured to perform preprocessing based on a video image obtained by the first module to
extract a positive sample and a negative sample of a ship target;
a third module configured to input the samples of the ship target in the video into a neural network to train a model
by a region-based convolutional neural network method;
a fourth module configured to extract initial frame data of the video and perform ship detection and probability density
calculation on initial moment data according to the trained model obtained by the third module; and
a fifth module configured to determine a ship tracking result at the current moment through a calculation result of a
previous moment, which includes the following ways:
taking ξ ship positions tracked at a moment t-1 as initial positions, respectively taking a center coordinate f0 of each
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ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at a moment t, taking the f0 as a center of a search
window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding candidate ship, calculating a region histogram
of a candidate position, and further calculating the probability density;
describing a degree of similarity between the ship model and the candidate ship by a Bhattacharyya coefficient,
calculating a mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region, so that the model moves continuously towards
a direction with a largest color change until the last two moving distances are less than a corresponding preset
threshold, finding a ship position obtained by a mean shift result at the moment t, setting that multiple ship positions

Boxmt are obtained, and expressing an idth ship position as  

[0013] By region-based convolutional neural network method, performing a ship detection on the image at time t, and

obtaining the numth detection coordinate  of multiple ships in the image at time t, calculating a degree of

overlap between the   and the idth ship position  recording a value of degree of overlap Omax

between each  and the corresponding  with a maximum degree of overlap, and if the Omax is less

than a corresponding threshold θ1, considering the ship position as false-alarm and deleting the  and

updating a new ship target appeared at the moment t by a neural network detection result of the step C, which includes

calculating a maximum value of the degrees of overlap obtained respectively between each  and all the

 if the  is less than a corresponding threshold θ2, considering the ship target as the ship appeared at

the moment t, and adding the ship target into a tracking result of the moment t to obtain a complete tracking result set.

[0014] Moreover, a degree of overlap between each  and the idth is calculated, and a calculation formula

of the degree of overlap is as follows:

wherein, S represents an area size.
[0015] Moreover, the probability density calculation in the step fourth module is realized by dividing a gray color space
of a target region to obtain a gray histogram formed by multiple equal intervals, and calculating the probability density
according to a histogram interval to which a gray value of a pixel in the target region belongs.
[0016] Compared with the prior art, the disclosure has the following advantages and effective results.
[0017] In the depth learning method part, the region-based convolutional neural network is specifically adopted to
perform the simultaneous detection process on multiple ship targets on the surveillance video image. The method is
fast, efficient and high in accuracy. The method still has good detection results for complex scenes such as cloudy,
foggy and overcast days and the like, and has high robustness.
[0018] A fast and efficient mean shift tracking method based on color histogram is adopted to simultaneously predict
the mean shift results of the current frame for multiple targets tracked in the previous frame to obtain multiple prediction
positions. The histogram of the target is not affected by a shape change of the target, so the mode of using the histogram
as the target to match according to the color distribution has good stability.
[0019] On one hand, the combination of the deep learning network method and the mean shift tracking method can
better complete the automatic tracking process of multiple ship targets, so that the tracking process is fully automated
and does not need a man-machine interaction process; on the other hand, the stability and accuracy of the neural network
method also eliminate the errors of the mean shift tracking method, and lay a foundation for tracking an emerging target,
thus having important market values.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of an application platform system according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 2 is an overall flow chart of an embodiment of the disclosure.
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FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a specific strategy for obtaining a tracking result based on depth learning network and mean
shift tracking methods after step 3 in the embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an iterative process of a mean shift algorithm used in step 4 and step 5 in the
embodiment of the disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0021] In order to better understand the technical solutions of the disclosure, the disclosure will be further described
in detail below with reference to the drawings and embodiments.
[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, when the disclosure is applied, an applicable system architecture mainly includes a sur-
veillance video acquisition module, a ship tracking platform and an application platform. The surveillance video acquisition
module mainly uses multiple visible light surveillance cameras to acquire seaside region videos, and transmits data to
the ship tracking module. The ship tracking platform employs the method of the disclosure to extract and automatically
track ship targets, and transmits abnormal situations of ship targets and the like to the application platform. According
to a specific ship analysis platform, a behavior prediction platform, an abnormal event processing platform and a ship
surveillance platform in the application platform, the distribution and action of the ship targets are analyzed, and rea-
sonable prediction and planning are made so as to complete relevant tasks.
[0023] Referring to FIG, 2, the method provided by the embodiments of the disclosure includes the following steps.
[0024] In step 1, surveillance video data is inputted: Surveillance video data may be collected in advance.
[0025] Collection of surveillance video data: the data needing to be collected by the disclosure is mainly coastal region
surveillance video data under visible light. For the collected video data, it is necessary to obtain each frame of image
through a decoder or a code. In specific implementation, the data may be collected in advance.
[0026] In step 2, the data is preprocessed and samples are prepared: preprocessing of the video data and preparation
of positive and negative samples of a ship target.
[0027] The acquired surveillance video data needs to be preprocessed to facilitate development of subsequent digital
image algorithms. An image smoothing operation is mainly employed in the preprocessing part, and a median filtering
method is adopted in the disclosure to smooth each frame of video image. The positive and negative samples are
prepared for convolutional neural network training in subsequent steps, a specific process of which is as follows.
[0028] A first step is to use the video image obtained in the step 1 to expand the image to a certain extent by means
of rotation, translation, etc. A second step is to obtain four vertex coordinates and corresponding images of a vertical
minimum bounding rectangle of each ship target in a remote sensing image, and output the image and all target coor-
dinates thereon together as the positive sample. A third step is to randomly intercept other regions around the positive
sample to obtain four vertex coordinates of a vertical minimum bounding rectangle thereof as negative sample coordi-
nates, and output the image and the negative sample coordinates thereon together.
[0029] In step 3, training is performed by a region-based convolutional neural network: the samples of the ship target
in the video are inputted into a neural network to train a model by a region-based convolutional neural network method,
wherein a theoretical process thereof is as follows.
[0030] Standard formatting is carried out on data of the positive and negative samples of the ship target completed in
the step 1 to convert the data into a structured database format and input the data into a convolutional neural network
for training to obtain a training result model of the ship target under the surveillance video. The region-based convolutional
neural network is composed of multiple alternating convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully connected layers, and
mainly employs a back propagation algorithm (BP algorithm), wherein one input layer, multiple hidden layers and one
output layer are provided. A calculation relation between the two layers in the BP algorithm is expressed by a formula
as follows:

wherein, i is an index value of an input layer unit, j is an index value of a hidden layer unit,  represents a weight

between the input layer and the hidden layer,  represents an activation bias between each layer, and f() represents

an activation function of the output layer.
[0031] The convolutional layer in the convolutional neural network is updated by the network using a BP neural network
mode. In one convolutional layer, a feature map of a previous layer is convolved by a learnable convolution kernel, and
then an output feature map can be obtained by an activation function. A lower layer update algorithm after adding
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convolution operation is as follows:

wherein, Mj represents all selection sets of the input layer.  represents the convolution kernel between the input layer

and the hidden layer, and "⊗" represents a convolution operation process. Therefore, the formula reflects an operational
relation between an lth layer and an l-1th layer.
[0032] In addition to the convolution layer, the convolutional neural network also has an important operation process,
i.e., a pooling process and computation of the pooling layer. The pooling process is a process of aggregating and counting
features of different positions in a large image, which greatly decreases feature redundancy and reduces feature dimen-
sions to be counted. A calculation formula of the pooling layer is:

wherein, D() represents a downsampling function of the pooling process, while  and  are to set different activation

biases, and each bias corresponds to each output layer.
[0033] In step 4, initial frame data of the video is extracted, and a detection result and a probability density at an initial
moment are calculated: the video data is inputted, and ship detection and probability density calculation are performed
on the initial moment data.

a. Ship detection is performed on the initial moment in the video data by using the model trained in the step 2 to
obtain a ship detection position at the initial moment as an initial position for tracking, and each ship target is numbered.
b. A probability density of each ship at the initial moment t0 is calculated on the basis of the mean shift tracking
method, and used as a first input result of FIG. 3. Assuming that the target contains n pixels, then {zi}i=1...n represents
a position of each pixel, and a gray color space of the target region is divided to obtain a gray histogram composed

of m (m = 16 in the embodiments of this patent) equal intervals. A formula for calculating an initial value  of the

probability density of the ship is as follows:

wherein,  represents that a center point (x0,y0) of the ship is set as a normalized pixel position of an origin, xi represents

an x-coordinate of the pixel at position zi, and yi represents a y-coordinate of the pixel at position zi. An Epanechikov
kernel function is selected for K, C represents a normalized coefficient, b(zi) represents a histogram interval in which
the pixel at the position zi is located, r = {1,...,m} is a color interval unit index of the histogram, and a function δ[b(zi)-r]

determines whether the gray value of the pixel at the position zi in the target region belongs to the rth histogram interval
unit in the histogram, wherein the gray value is 1 when it belongs to the histogram interval unit in the histogram, otherwise
it is 0.
[0034] In step 5, data of a subsequent frame to be processed is extracted, and a ship tracking result of a current frame
is determined by a recursive method: a previous moment is set as a moment t-1 and a current moment is set as a
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moment t, then a ship tracking result of the moment t is determined by a calculation result of the moment t-1, and the
ship position and evaluation may be recorded and stored. A procedure thereof is shown in FIG. 3, and a detailed process
is as follows.

A. Inputting the tracking result of the moment t-1, and calculating the probability density of the target position at the
moment t-1 on the image of the moment t: taking ξ ship positions tracked at the moment t-1 as initial positions,
respectively taking a center coordinate f0 of each ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at the
moment t, taking the f0 as a center of a search window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding
candidate ship, calculating a region histogram of a candidate position using the calculation formula in the b of the
step 4, and further calculating a probability density of the candidate position, which is as follows:

wherein, d is a window size of a kernel function (in the embodiment, d = 16 is set for a ship width size in the ship data.
B. Calculating a Bhattacharyya coefficient, and calculate a mean shift iteration equation to obtain a mean shift
tracking position: describing a degree of similarity between a probability density of the ship position tracked at the
moment t-1 and a probability density of a candidate ship position by a Bhattacharyya coefficient, and calculating a
mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region according to a Taylor expansion formula as follows:

wherein, K’(x) is inverse of the function K obtained when an x-coordinate of the input position is x, and wi is an
intermediate process of calculation.
As shown in the above formula, the entire mean shift tracking method is a process of iteratively obtaining fk+1 (a

center position of an k+1th iteration) from fk (a center position of a kth iteration), so that the model moves continuously
towards a direction with a maximum color change until the last two moving distances are less than a threshold (a
threshold of 10-6 is adopted in this patent), i.e., finding a ship position Boxmt obtained by a mean shift result at the
moment t. A schematic diagram of the entire mean shift process is as shown in FIG. 4. With the iteration process,

an initial value of a center position  of the target in the figure gradually moves towards a clustering center, moves

to a position  after a first iteration, and moves to a position  after an nth iteration. For the multiple ship positions

(ξ) tracked at the moment t-1, the corresponding ship positions Boxmt are finally obtained respectively by the mean
shift tracking method. id = {1, ..., ξ} represents numbers of multiple mean shift results at the moment t, and the idth

ship position is represented as  

C. Extracting a detection result of the neural network method at the moment t , calculating a degree of overlap of a
tracked position and the detection result, and excluding a tracking result with a small overlap with the detection
result according to the threshold.: performing ship detection on an image (inputting the image in the neural network
based on convolution) at the moment t by the region-based convolutional neural network method and the previously
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trained ship model, wherein the method independently obtains the detection result of the image at the moment t,
namely m candidate ship positions Boxdt obtained by detection. num is set as the detection result number at the

moment t, and the num={1, ..., m}th detection coordinate is  A degree of overlap between the 

and the idth  is calculated, and a calculation formula of the degree of overlap is as follows: 

wherein, S represents an area size, and a result of dividing an area of an intersection region of the and the by an
area of an union region of the two is obtained by formula. Meanwhile, a value of degree of overlap Omax between

each  and the corresponding  with a maximum degree of overlap is recorded, and if the Omax is

less than a corresponding threshold θ1 (θ1=0.8 in the embodiment), the ship position is considered as false-alarm

and the  is deleted.

In other words, ξ ships at the moment t-1 will calculate id mean drift resultsξ mean shift results can be calculated
for ξ ships at the moment t-1, wherein, id=1,... , ξ; m detection results will be obtained during detection, wherein
num=1,...,m; an O value is calculated for each detection result. If the O value of the detection result to any mean
shift result is no greater than a threshold, then the detection result is considered as false alarm. If the O value of
the detection result to any mean shift result is greater than the threshold, the detection result is considered as a
coordinate of a ship, and the result is reserved.
D. Adding the detected new target according to the threshold, and outputting a tracking confirmation result and a
new target position at the moment t: updating the new ship target appeared at the moment t by the neural network

detection result in the step C. For each  a maximum value of the degree of overlap obtained respectively

between each  and all the  reserved in the step C is calculated and recorded as  wherein

the calculation method of the degree of overlap is consistent with that in the step C. If  (θ2=0.4 in the

embodiment), the ship target is considered as an emerging ship at the moment t, and is added to a tracking result

at the moment t to obtain a complete tracking result set. That is, for the detection result of each  it is

calculated whether all the reserved  overlap with the  If none of the  overlap with

the  then the ship target is the newly emerged ship target.

[0035] So far, the detailed implementation process of the ship automatic ship tracking method based on deep learning
network and mean shift used in the patent has been completely introduced. In specific implementation, the flow provided
by the technical solutions of the disclosure can be automatically operated by those skilled in the art by adopting a
computer software technology, and a corresponding system can also be realized by adopting a modularization mode.
The embodiments of the disclosure further provide an automatic ship tracking system based on deep learning network
and mean shift, including the following modules:

a first module configured to collect surveillance video data which includes collecting coastal region surveillance
video data under visible light and extracting each frame of image;
a second module configured to perform preprocessing based on a video image obtained by the first module to
extract a positive sample and a negative sample of a ship target;
a third module configured to input the samples of the ship target in the video into a neural network to train a model
by a region-based convolutional neural network method;
a fourth module configured to extract initial frame data of the video and perform ship detection and probability density
calculation on initial moment data according to the trained model obtained by the third module; and
a fifth module configured to determine a ship tracking result at the current moment by a calculation result of a
previous moment, which includes the following ways:
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taking ξ ship positions tracked at a moment t-1 as initial positions, respectively taking a center coordinate f0 of each
ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at a moment t, taking the f0 as a center of a search
window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding candidate ship, calculating a region histogram
of a candidate position, and further calculating the probability density;
describing a degree of similarity between the ship model and the candidate ship by a Bhattacharyya coefficient,
calculating a mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region, so that the model moves continuously towards
a direction with a maximum color change until the last two moving distances are less than a corresponding preset
threshold, finding a ship position obtained by a mean shift result at the moment t, setting that multiple ship positions

Boxmt are obtained, and expressing an idth ship position as  

performing ship detection on an image at the moment t by the region-based convolutional neural network method,

setting that a numth detection coordinate of multiple ships in the image at the moment t is  calculating

a degree of overlap between the  and the idth ship position  recording a value of degree of

overlap Omax between each  and the corresponding  with a maximum degree of overlap, and

if the Omax is less than a corresponding threshold θ1, considering the ship position as false-alarm and deleting the

 and

updating a new ship target appeared at the moment t by a neural network detection result of the step C, which

includes calculating a maximum value of the degrees of overlap obtained respectively between each 

and all the  if the  is less than a corresponding threshold θ2, considering the ship target as the ship

appeared at the moment t, and adding the ship target into a tracking result of the moment t to obtain a complete
tracking result set.

[0036] The specific implementation of each module can be seen in the corresponding steps, and will not be described
in detail in the disclosure.
[0037] The specific examples described herein are merely illustrative of the spirit of the disclosure. Those skilled in
the art to which the disclosure belongs can make various modifications or supplements to the specific examples described
or replace the specific examples in a similar way without departing from the spirit of the disclosure or exceeding the
scope defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. An automatic ship tracking method based on deep learning network and mean shift, comprising the following steps:

step 1: collecting surveillance video data which comprises collecting coastal region surveillance video data
under visible light and extracting each frame of image;
step 2: performing preprocessing based on a video image obtained in the step 1 to extract a positive sample
and a negative sample of a ship target;
step 3: inputting the samples of the ship target in the video into a neural network to train a model by a region-
based convolutional neural network method;
step 4: extracting initial frame data of the video and performing ship detection and probability density calculation
on initial moment data according to the trained model obtained in the step 3, wherein the probability density
calculation is realized by dividing a gray color space of a target region to obtain a gray histogram formed by
multiple equal intervals, and calculating the probability density according to a histogram interval to which a gray
value of a pixel in the target region belongs; and
step 5: determining a ship tracking result at the current moment by a calculation result of a previous moment,
which comprises the following processing:

step A: taking ξ ship positions tracked at a moment t-1 as initial positions, respectively taking a center
coordinate f0 of each ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at a moment t, taking the
f0 as a center of a search window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding candidate
ship, calculating a region histogram of a candidate position, and further calculating the probability density;
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step B: describing a degree of similarity between the ship model and the candidate ship by a Bhattacharyya
coefficient, calculating a mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region, so that the model moves
continuously towards a direction with a maximum color change until the last two moving distances are less
than a corresponding preset threshold, finding a ship position obtained by a mean shift result at the moment

t, setting that multiple ship positions Boxmt are obtained, and expressing an idth ship position as  

step C: by region-based convolutional neural network method, performing a ship detection on the image

at time t, and obtaining the numth detection coordinate  of multiple ships in the image at time t,

calculating a degree of overlap between the  and the idth ship position  recording a

value of degree of overlap Omax between each  and the corresponding  with a maximum

degree of overlap, and if the Omax is less than a corresponding threshold θ1, considering the ship position

as false-alarm and deleting the  and

step D: updating a new ship target appeared at the moment t by a neural network detection result of the
step C, which comprises calculating a maximum value of the degrees of overlap obtained respectively

between each  and all the  if the  is less than a corresponding threshold θ2,

considering the ship target as the ship appeared at the moment t, and adding the ship target into a tracking
result of the moment t to obtain a complete tracking result set.

2. The automatic ship tracking method based on deep learning network and mean shift according to claim 1, wherein

a degree of overlap between each  and the idth  is calculated, and a calculation formula of the

degree of overlap is as follows: 

wherein, S represents an area size.

3. An automatic ship tracking system based on deep learning network and mean shift, comprising the following modules:

a first module configured to collect surveillance video data which comprises collecting coastal region surveillance
video data under visible light and extracting each frame of image;
a second module configured to perform preprocessing based on a video image obtained by the first module to
extract a positive sample and a negative sample of a ship target;
a third module configured to input the samples of the ship target in the video into a neural network to train a
model by a region-based convolutional neural network method;
a fourth module configured to extract initial frame data of the video and perform ship detection and probability
density calculation on initial moment data according to the trained model obtained by the third module, wherein
the probability density calculation is realized by dividing a gray color space of a target region to obtain a gray
histogram formed by multiple equal intervals, and calculating the probability density according to a histogram
interval to which a gray value of a pixel in the target region belongs; and
a fifth module configured to determine a ship tracking result at the current moment by a calculation result of a
previous moment, which comprises the following ways:

taking ξ ship positions tracked at a moment t-1 as initial positions, respectively taking a center coordinate
f0 of each ship position as an initial target position of the ship tracked at a moment t, taking the f0 as a center
of a search window to obtain a center position coordinate f of a corresponding candidate ship, calculating
a region histogram of a candidate position, and further calculating the probability density;
describing a degree of similarity between the ship model and the candidate ship by a Bhattacharyya coef-
ficient, calculating a mean shift iteration equation in a center of the region, so that the model moves con-
tinuously towards a direction with a maximum color change until the last two moving distances are less
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than a corresponding preset threshold, finding a ship position obtained by a mean shift result at the moment

t, setting that multiple ship positions Boxmt are obtained, and expressing an idth ship position as  

performing ship detection on an image at the moment t by the region-based convolutional neural network
method, setting that a numth detection coordinate of multiple ships in the image at the moment t is

 by region-based convolutional neural network method, performing a ship detection on the

image at time t, and obtaining the numth detection coordinate  of multiple ships in the image at

time t, calculating a degree of overlap between the  and the idth ship position  recording

a value of degree of overlap Omax between each xiug  and the corresponding  with a

maximum degree of overlap, and if the Omax is less than a corresponding threshold θ1, considering the ship

position as false-alarm and deleting the  and

updating a new ship target appeared at the moment t by a neural network detection result of the step C,
which comprises calculating a maximum value of the degrees of overlap obtained respectively between

each  and all the  if the  is less than a corresponding threshold θ2, considering

the ship target as the ship appeared at the moment t, and adding the ship target into a tracking result of
the moment t to obtain a complete tracking result set.

4. The automatic ship tracking system based on deep learning network and mean shift according to claim 3, wherein

a degree of overlap between each  and the idth  is calculated, and a calculation formula of

the degree of overlap is as follows: 

wherein, S represents an area size.
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